Better Together:
BenchPrep and Skillable—
What Candidates Need to
Prepare for Your Certification

Meet Your New Interactive
Learning Experience
This combined solution gives you an end-to-end learning
ecosystem equipped with a powerful, interactive learner-facing
application and virtual lab environment, robust data and analytics,
and endless content creation options.

Take advantage of BenchPrep’s award-winning LMS platform
and virtual lab environments powered by Skillable to give
your certification candidates a best-in-class virtual learning
environment that helps them upskill on-the-job training, tackle
new challenges, and excel in their careers.
This powerful partnership also enables your organization with
expanded program adoption and revenue growth.

Flexible Content Creation and Delivery
You don’t have to leave your hard work behind to get certification
prep courses up and running with BenchPrep. Use BenchPrep’s tools
to upload your content and build courses your candidates can launch
from anywhere.

• SCORM, xAPI, AICC, cmi5
• HTML5, XML, URL
• LTI 1.1 & 1.3 Tools
• Images, Audio (MP3), & Videos (MP4)
• PDF, ePUB, Textbooks

Impactful Learner Experience
Learners can browse and enroll in free and paid courses via
BenchPrep’s Learning Hub, their one-stop-shop for content
discovery. Learners can launch courses, unlock virtual labs,
complete practice tests, and stay up-to-date on course progress.

Unlock Valuable Program Data
Access deep learner insights, content trends, and reports and dashboards
specific to you and your customers via BenchPrep’s Data Suite. With access
to near real-time data and reporting tools, you’ll be able to quickly make
improvements to your content and better understand learner behaviors to

We believe that there is a place for everyone in the tech workforce,

better engage with your learners.

and our mission is to help people unlock their potential and

The future of learning is interactive. With BenchPrep and Skillable, you’ll
be able to embed hands-on experience and scored labs into a continuous
cycle of skilling for your learners to help them achieve mastery in
skills-based learning.

strengthen their skills so they can get a great job in IT. Hands-on
learning is the best route to help people develop and enhance the
skills that will get them hired. BenchPrep and Skillable’s innovative
partnership provides our learners with an effective and engaging
learning experience that readies them for a CompTIA certification
exam and ultimately, for new career opportunities.”
Thomas Reilly
Senior Vice President of Learning at CompTIA
• Provider of 13 IT certifications
• 2.5 million CompTIA certification holders

About BenchPrep

About Skillable

BenchPrep is a pioneer in the modern learning space, digitally

Skillable is the virtual labs platform built to adapt quickly in the

transforming professional learning for corporations, credentialing

face of constant change. A three-time Inc. 5000 company, Skillable

bodies, associations, and training companies for over a decade.

believes validated experiences and challenge-centric learning will

8M+ learners rely on BenchPrep
Trusted by the world’s leading associations, credentialing bodies,
and training companies: CompTIA, ISACA, CFA Institute, PMI, AAMC,
and more.

transform the way organizations upskill their customers, partners
and employees.
Supporting 40,000 learners on any given day
Trusted by the world’s most influential technology and learning
providers: Amazon, CompTIA, ISACA, Microsoft, IBM, and more.

